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Introduction



Effects of XAI on Perception, Trust and Acceptance

XAI is the ability to explain the way in which an algorithm works in order to
understand how and why it has delivered particular outcomes [4].

BUT

Recent XAI approaches have mainly been designed by developers for developers,
as opposed to addressing the end-user [5].
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Important Factors for establishing TRUST

Honesty & Transparency

Competence

Integrity

Clear Communication
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Influential Factors fo Acceptance and Perception

Ease of use

Compatibility with Goals

Effort and Time Savings

Feedback Loop

Comprehensibility
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Problem Setting and Motivation

Problem Setting
• More complex systems
• Understanding requires expertise⇒
black-boxes

• Challenging explanations have a
negative effect on perception

• Transparency is fundamental to
trust and acceptance

Motivation
Use XAI to provide
• users with an understanding on how
the algorithm generates its results

• assurance and build confidence that
AI systems works well

• an indication of the right amount /
appropriate level of trust into the
system

ARROW-RIGHT XAI should be perceived as mentally efficient [1].
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Expectations on the Talk

Exemplify effects of XAI vs. using XAI w.r.t. certain attributes

ARROW-RIGHT Why sociotechnical factors are important

ARROW-RIGHT Not every type of explanation is appropriate

ARROW-RIGHT Situations when explanations enhance the performance
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Effect of XAI on Cognitive Load



Impact of XAI on Cognitive Load

“Do XAI explanation types affect end-users’ cognitive load
and what are the ramifications for task performance and task

time?” [2]

Empirical study, in proceedings of the European Conference on Information
Systems 2023.
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Different Explanation Types
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Effects of Explanations on Performance, Time, and Mental Effort

Mental Efficiency = zperf.·ztime−zeffort√
2
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Study Design: Medical Decision Support System

Study: n = 271 of novice AI users, all enrolled as medical students
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Results 1/2
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Results 2/2
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Effects of Explainability

• Mental Effort: Why / Why-Not � How / How-To
• Task Performance: Why / Why-Not � How
• Task Time: Why / Why-Not outperformed others
• Mental Efficiency: only local explanations with a positive score

ARROW-RIGHT Adapt Explanations to Users and Use Case
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Effect of XAI on Trust



Impact of XAI on Trust

There are two routes to user comprehension of AI-based
decisions to achieve improved performance and trust:

improving users’ general AI knowledge and enabling the AI
system to explain its decisions [3].

Empirical study, published in Computers in Human Behavior 139, 2023.
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Study Design: Mushroom Picking

• Prior education on AI
• Decide whether or not to pick a
mushroom

• Decide whether or not to eat a
mushroom

• UX questionnaire
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Study Design: Mushroom Picking

Classifier had an accuracy of 71%, which was intended.
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Findings

• Educational intervention had not effect
• Positive effect of explanations on performance
• Participants without explanations reported higher trust and comprehension

• Participants with higher trust did worse in mushroom classification

ARROW-RIGHT Establishing trust via explanation is easier than via knowledge.
ARROW-RIGHT Explanations help to understand the limits of the AI’s performance /
competencies.
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Conclusion



Conclusion

• XAI improves task performance→ benefits Acceptance & Perception
• Contradicting results have to be explained→ Trust & Acceptance Issues
• Explanation types depend on the user have an effect on the mental effort
• Acceptance, Perception, & Trust build on transparency
• Trust has to be calibrated
• Explanations can help to obtain a realistic estimate of the systems
competencies
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